Quality investigation of frozen garden strawberries at partial dehydration before freezing
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Abstract
Garden strawberry is an important berry culture, consumed fresh and frozen. But a quality of frozen berries is not always at the high level because of changing organoleptic properties, tissues structure and biological active substances losses. It motivates searches for different methods of previous processing of berries before freezing. There was used a production technology of frozen strawberry with partial dehydration before freezing for solving the problem.
Garden strawberries of varieties Rusanivka, Honey and Polka were dried on air before freezing (“control” variant), and another part was partially dehydrated in a drying chamber at temperature 40 °C during 30 min (“partial dehydration” variant) with further freezing to final temperature -18 °C, with packing in packages of polyethylene film with a mass up to 500 g and storing in a refrigerator at temperature –18 °C during 6 months. There were studied main parameters of the chemical composition of fresh and frozen strawberries: content of dry soluble substances, sugars, organic acids, ascorbic acid and sugar-acidic index. Organoleptic quality parameters of frozen strawberries were assessed by the 5-point scale. The experiment was repeated trice.

It has been established, that frozen strawberries, partially dehydrated before freezing, saved by 0.2–0.3 % more dry soluble substances, by 0.2 % – sugars, by 7.0–7.9 % – ascorbic acid at a practically equal level of organic acids.

The organoleptic mark of frozen partially dehydrated strawberries was by 0.2–0.3 points higher against the control. Among the studied varieties of strawberry, Polka berries got a mark higher by 0.2–0.9 points.
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1. **Introduction**

Garden strawberry is a leading berry culture in the world, which production volumes in 2017, according to data of the Britain analytic company Fresh4cast, reached 9.7 mln tons that was 72 % of the world production of berries, with a prognosis for 2020 as up to 15.4 mln tons [1, 2].

Garden strawberry is highly appreciated by consumers because of the pleasant outlook, harmonic taste and smell, essential amount of sugars, organic acids, vitamins, mineral compounds [3, 4]. Garden strawberry is consumed fresh, frozen and as other processing products.

Fast freezing as a preserving way favors the maximal saving of initial properties of raw materials, but a quality of frozen strawberry not always satisfies consumers’ requirements. This fact is conditioned by changing organoleptic parameters and microstructure of berries’ tissue as a result of recrystallization. The essential demand for frozen strawberry at world and Ukrainian markets stimulates searching for methods of its preliminary processing before freezing that maximally favor berries’ natural properties preservation.

For stabilizing a quality of frozen strawberry, there are recommended solutions with antioxidant, antiseptic properties that favor preservation of C-vitamin value, among which aqueous extracts from oak bark, birch, tutsan grass and green tea infusion [4], concentrated solutions of saccharose with cryoprotective properties [5]. The positive influence on preservation of the strawberry tissue microstructure is made by solutions of calcium chloride (CaCl₂) and pectin methyl esterase, 0.3 % guar gum and 2 % sugar-pectin [6–8]. But at these methods of preliminary processing of strawberries before freezing, there appears a necessity to buy auxiliary materials, not always easily accessible.

This all allows to state that studies, devoted to a quality of frozen garden strawberries at different methods of preliminary processing before freezing, are expedient.

For solving the quality problem of frozen strawberry, we offered partial dehydration of berries before freezing that favors getting more concentrated products, saving the tissue structure, inactivation of oxidizing-renewing components and decreasing storage duration.

The aim of the work was to study a quality of frozen garden strawberry at partial dehydration of berries before freezing by the complex of physical-chemical and organoleptic parameters that allows to improve a quality of frozen strawberry.

The following tasks were solved for attaining this aim:

− to assess an influence of partial dehydration of strawberries before freezing on changes of physical-chemical quality parameters, based on experimental studies;
− to assess organoleptic quality parameters of frozen strawberries at partial dehydration before freezing.

2. Materials and Methods

The studies were conducted in 2015–2016 at the department of storage and processing of fruits and vegetables of the Uman national university of gardening, Uman, Ukraine. Strawberries
Rusanivka, Honey and Polka, cultivated by the traditional technology, were harvested at the consumption ripeness stage and immediately transported to the laboratory. Strawberries were prepared for freezing according to the technological instruction for producing fast-frozen fruits and berries: sorted, cleaned from pedicles and sepals, washed, dried and frozen scattering up to final temperature within berries – 18 °C, packed in packages of polyethylene film for food products with a mass up to 500 g and stored in a refrigerator at temperature -18 °C during 6 months. The experiment was repeated trice.

3. Experimental procedures

A part of strawberries was dried on air (“control” variant), and another part was partially dehydrated in a drying chamber at temperature 40 °C during 30 min (“partial dehydration” variant) that gives a possibility to evaporate an essential amount of moisture, without excessive drying of berries. Control and experimental samples of strawberries were frozen in the aerial medium to final temperature –18 °C (according to the technological instruction for producing fast-frozen fruits and berries). Frozen strawberry was packed in packages of polyethylene film for food products with a mass up to 500 g and stored in a refrigerator at temperature -18 °C during 6 months (according to the technological instruction for producing fast-frozen fruits and berries). The experiment was repeated trice.

A content of dry soluble substances was determined in fresh and frozen strawberries by the electric refractometer of Pal–1 type (Japan), sugars – by the spectrophotometric method [9, 10], titrated acids – by alkali titration [10], ascorbic acid – by Tillmans method [11]. Orhanoleptic quality parameters of frozen strawberry were assessed by the 5-point scale. 10 testers assessed them by parameters of outlook, consistence, color, taste, smell and general estimation. Strawberries, frozen without partial dehydration before freezing, were accepted as a control.

The statistical analysis was conducted, using the program StatSoft STATISTICA 6.1.478 Russian, Enterprise Single User (2007).

4. Results and Discussion

The studies have established (Fig. 1), that strawberries of different pomologic varieties accumulated in their composition from 9.3 to 9.8 % of dry soluble substances with the essential advantage of Polka ones.
Preliminary drying of strawberry on air didn’t influence a content of dry soluble substances in them, whereas this index in partially dehydrated berries increased by 0.4–0.6 % depending on variety that is conditioned by partial evaporation of moisture from the product. It must be noted, that the high level of dry soluble substances was saved by Polka berries.

It is known, that just at the stage of freezing main changes of the chemical composition of raw materials take place that is proved by the research results: losses of soluble dry substances were 0.8–1.2 % from their content after preliminary drying. Moreover, in the control they were higher by 0.2–0.3 %. The essential losses of dry soluble substances were revealed in Honey berries, frozen without partial dehydration – 1.2 %.

The content of sugars in fresh strawberries of the studied varieties varied within 6.9 – 7.8 %. By 0.5-0.9 % higher saccharinity was revealed in Polka strawberries (Fig. 2), that is testified by variety peculiarities of berries.

![Fig. 2. Content of sugars in garden strawberries depending on variety, preliminary processing and freezing: a – control; b – with partial dehydration](image)

Partial dehydration of berries before freezing favored the growth of the sugars content in them by 0.3–0.6 %, and after freezing - vice versa. Their level essentially decreased (by 0.7–1.2 %) with losses, higher by 0.2 % in the control.

The acidity of strawberries was established at level 0.9–1.0 %, moreover their higher level 1 % was established in Honey berries (Fig. 3), that is conditioned by variety peculiarities.

As a result of partial dehydration of berries, the content of organic acids in them decreased by 0.2–0.3 % from the initial, whereas no changes were revealed in the control.

On the contrary, during freezing of berries the level of organic acids grew in practically all variants of the experiment – by 0.1–0.2 %, that is a special feature of frozen strawberry.

The sugar-acid index of strawberries of the studied varieties was established at level 6.9–8.7, that, according to W. Wozniak [12], allows to consider the taste of berries as sweet. The low sugar-acidic index was inherent to Honey strawberries; this fact is conditioned by the low sugars level (Fig. 4).

As a result of partial dehydration, the sugar-acidic index of berries grew by 2.5–4.6 units and reached value 9.4–12.8 due to the change of the ratio between sugars and organic acids in berries. The decrease of the index by 2.1–5.2 units was observed in frozen berries, with the essential one in Rusanivka ones, that is conditioned by essential losses of sugars.

The antioxidant activity of garden strawberries is mainly determined by a content of ascorbic acid in them [13]. At freezing there are observed losses of ascorbic acid at the expanse of its oxidation to dehydroascorbic one [14].

Food Science and Technology
It has been established, that fresh Honey strawberries differed by the content of ascorbic acid – 105.1 mg/100 g (Fig. 5), that is a special feature of this variety. As a result of partial dehydration of berries, the losses of ascorbic acid were 6.8–12.3 % of the initial content, whereas no losses were revealed in the control.

As a result of freezing, the content of ascorbic acid in berries decreased by 4.3–12.6 % more. In the experimental variants without partial dehydration the losses were by 7.0–7.9 % higher. Honey strawberries had the losses at level 5.2–12.6 %.

At freezing, storage of frozen products and as a result of defrost, there are changes of their organoleptic properties, conditioned by the activity of enzymes. Undesirable changes of the consistence, color, taste and smell of defrost vegetable raw materials are connected with their activity [15].

Food Science and Technology
The organoleptic parameters of defrost berries are presented on Fig. 6. The outlook of frozen strawberries was estimated as 3.8–4.8 points. Samples of partially dehydrated berries received by 0.2–0.3 points higher mark. The analogous data were obtained also at assessing the consistence of frozen strawberries that testifies to higher water-retaining capacity of partially dehydrated berries at freezing.

![Fig. 5. Content of ascorbic acid in garden strawberries depending on variety, preliminary processing and freezing: a – control; b – with partial dehydration](image)

![Fig. 6. Organoleptic assessment of frozen garden strawberries](image)

The color and taste of frozen strawberries were assessed by testers as 3.6–4.8 and 3.7–4.9 points, respectively.

It is known, that the process of freezing causes changes of the aromatic profile of strawberries [16]. The worsening of the smell of frozen berries is observed also at storage at the expanse of the decreasing content of esters at the constant influence of carbonyl compounds [16]. The use
of partial dehydration of berries before freezing favored the preservation of their smell. In general, the quality of strawberries, partially dehydrated before freezing, is estimated higher. Among the studied varieties, Polka berries received the mark, by 0.2–0.9 points higher.

5. Conclusions
The use of partial dehydration of berries before freezing favors the preservation of main components of the chemical composition, vitamin value and increases the organoleptic mark. Partially dehydrated frozen Polka berries have the higher quality. The further studies will be directed at studying the suitableness of different pomologic garden strawberry varieties for freezing at partial dehydration.
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